Transport of exceptional vehicles

Thanks their modern tecnology and flexible cargo capacity, Grimaldi Lines ships allow to fully satisfy the transport needs of exceptional vehicles on long distances, offering to clients reliable and competitive solutions for the transferral of their units.

Maritime connections for transport of trucks, trailers, containers, project cargo, reefer cargo and dangerous goods

Founded in 1947, Grimaldi Lines is a leader in maritime transport with one of the biggest fleet of roro ships in the world, for the transportation of trucks, trailers and exceptional vehicles. During recent years, Grimaldi Lines has developed an extensive network of maritime connections – the so called, “Motorways of the Sea”. These routes are connecting Italy, Spain, Greece, Tunisia, Malta, Libya, Morocco and Montenegro.

The main purpose of these routes is to offer transport and logistic operators competitive and efficient shipping solutions, with reliability, punctuality, safety and cost savings at the forefront of operations as required by the global market.

Sicily • Sardinia • Spain • Libya • Tunisia
Malta • Greece • Morocco • Montenegro

Frequent, Punctual and Fast innovative transport...
...in the Mediterranean and in Europe

**SPAIN LINES**

- **To Valencia**
  - From Savona: daily
  - From Livorno: daily
  - From Cagliari: 3 x week
  - From Palermo: 2 x week
  - From Porto Torres: 1 x week

- **To Barcelona**
  - From Savona: daily
  - From Civitavecchia: daily
  - From Livorno: 4 x week
  - From Porto Torres: 2/5 x week

**SICILY LINES**

- **To Palermo**
  - From Genoa: daily
  - From Livorno: 3 x week
  - From Salerno: daily
  - From Tunis: 3 x week
  - From Valencia: * Via Salerno

- **To Catania**
  - From Genoa: 5 x week
  - From Livorno: daily
  - From Civitavecchia: daily
  - From Patras: 1 x week
  - From Salerno: daily
  - From Brindisi: 3 x week
  - From Ravenna: 3 x week

**TUNISIA LINES**

- **To Tunis**
  - From Genoa: 2 x week
  - From Livorno: 2 x week
  - From Civitavecchia: 1 x week
  - From Salerno: 2 x week
  - From Palermo: 2 x week

**SARDINIA LINES**

- **To Cagliari**
  - From Salerno: 3 x week
  - From Palermo: 2 x week
  - From Genoa: 4 x week
  - From Livorno: 4 x week

**MOROCCO LINES**

- **To Tangier**
  - From Savona: 1 x week
  - From Livorno: 1 x week
  - From Civitavecchia: 1 x week
  - From Barcelona: 1 x week

**GREECE AND MONTENEGRO LINES**

- **To Patras**
  - From Ancona: daily
  - From Brindisi: daily
  - From Ravenna: 3 x week
  - From Venice: 5 x week
  - From Bari: 3 x week

**MALTA LINES**

- **To Malta**
  - From Genoa: 3 x week
  - From Livorno: 3 x week
  - From Salerno: 1 x week
  - From Catania: 4 x week
  - From Brindisi*: 3 x week
  - From Ravenna*: 3 x week

**NORTH-SOUTH ITALY LINES**

- **To Bari**
  - From Venice: 3 x week
  - From Ravenna: 3 x week

- **To Brindisi**
  - From Salerno: daily
  - From Catania: 1 x week

- **To Genoa**
  - From Salerno: daily
  - From Civiaveccia: 3 x week

- **To Cividale**
  - From Ancona: daily
  - From Brindisi: daily

**PORTO TORMES**

- **To Porto Torres**
  - From Genoa: 3 x week
  - From Civitavecchia: 2/5 x week
  - From Barcelona: 2/5 x week

**Find all timetable on** [http://cargo.grimaldi-lines.com](http://cargo.grimaldi-lines.com)
The advantages of our services

**Cost savings**
Maritime transport of full trucks and trailers allows to save roughly the half of the costs normally necessary via road, thanks the lower expenses for fuel and the lower wearing of the vehicles.
With the ships it is possible the “unaccompanied system” which, through the embarkment of the single trailer, optimise the logistic use of the tractors, allowing better efficiency and reducing transport costs.

**Speed and punctuality**
By embarking onboard the ships, all trucks avoid the traffic and the long motorways queues, reducing transit time. All units can also travel during national holidays, in summer time, and during road restrictions for work in progress and road maintenance.
With an average speed between 22 and 28 knots, the ships assure full respect of delivery time at discharging destinations.

**Driver safety**
All driver can rest during the trip and arrive at destination with the digital tacograph at “zero”, in full accordance with driving rules. Moreover, travelling on the ships, truck drivers avoid to be victims of thefts or aggressions during their drive-breaks.

**Cargo safety**
During navigation all trucks and cargo are kept under video-surveillance 24 hours per day. Port terminals are directly managed from Grimaldi Lines personnel and fully equipped with entrance / exit video - control systems.

**Environment Respect**
The routes of Grimaldi lines help the environment because the CO2 emissions produced by trucks when moving on road are significantly lower when they travel by sea. Through a calculation scheme certified by RINA, every transport company using Grimaldi Lines services may obtain certification about its environmental contribution in terms of CO2 reduction in the atmosphere.

-53 % CO\textsubscript{2} emissions
Grimaldi Ship vs road
With Grimaldi Lines it is possible to move from Spain and Portugal directly to Greece, Turkey, Balkans area and Sicily thanks the “Long Bridge”, the system which allows transport companies travelling on the line Barcelona – Civitavecchia to follow their route to Greece, departing from Brindisi, or to Sicily departing from Salerno, paying an unique discounted tariff valid for the two maritime trips. Leaving from Barcelona, the trucks arrived in Civitavecchia will find prosecution connections from Brindisi to Igoumenitsa and Patras or, if directed to Sicily, from Salerno to Palermo and Catania.

Thanks partnerships established with important rail operators it is today possible to travel to Greece directly from Frankfurt using the combination train + ship. From the very earth of Europe trailers arrive by train to the rail terminal of Venice where they are quickly transhipped onboard Grimaldi ships to Patras. This possibility allows to move cargo from Germany and central Europe to Athens and the whole Greece through an unique intermodal solution, without need to cover via road any kilometer.
Book now!

@ Via e-mail
Send an e-mail to:
cargo@grimaldi.napoli.it
specifying your requested route and the truck details.

Telephone
Call the number:
+ 39 081 496 777
from Monday to Saturday
(8:30–18:00)

Port agencies

ANCONA
cargo@minoan.it

CIVITAVECCHIA
GRIMALDI LINES
Terminal Autostrade del mare, Porto di Civitavecchia
Tel +39 0766 21 621
civitavecchia@grimaldi.napoli.it

VENICE
TEAM SHIPPING
Tel +39 041 2609008
booking@team-shipping.com

CAGLIARI
GRIMALDI SARDEGNA
Via Riva di Ponente
Tel +39 070 684441
cargo.cagliari@grimaldisardegna.it

OLBIA
GRIMALDI SARDEGNA
Banchina Isola Bianca
Tel +39 0789 1835564
cargo.olbia@grimaldisardegna.it

PORTO TORRES
GRIMALDI SARDEGNA
Via Amerigo Vespucci
Porto Industriale Molo ASI
Tel +39 079 523888
cargo.portotorres@grimaldisardegna.it

SALERNO
AGENZIA MARITTIMA MICHELE AUTUORI
Piazza Umberto I, 1 - 84121 Salerno
Tel +39 089 230 311
shortsea.booking@autuori.it

PALERMO
Via Emerico Amari, 8
Tel +39 091 611 36 64
prenotrailer.grimaldi@grimaldi.napoli.it

GENOA / SAVONA
GRIMALDI LOGISTICA GENOVA
Tel +39 010 856 72 91
opsge@alge.it

MILANO
Via Nironne 2
Tel +39 02 89093917
cargo@grimaldi.napoli.it

LIVORNO
AGENZIA MARITTIMA L.V. GHANDA SRL
Tel +39 0586 826827
spagnoli@lvghandi.it; sicilia@lvghandi.it;
sardegna@lvghandi.it

CATANIA
GRIMALDI CATANIA
Banchina Crispi, Area Silos
95100 Porto di Catania
Tel +39 095 5862330
booking@grimaldicatania.it

BRINDISI
DISCOVERY SHIPPING SRL
Corso Garibaldi 49 - 72100 Brindisi
Tel +39 0831 527867
cargo.gracia@discoveryshipping.it

RAVENNA
INTERMARINE SHIPPING SRL
Via Zampeschi 20 - 48123 Ravenna
Tel +39 0544 600211
shortsea@lms-ravenna.it

BARI
MORFIMARE
Tel +39 0805789825
seaways@morfimare.it

BARCELONA
GRIMALDI LOGISTICA ESPAÑA
Muelle Costa S/n – Puerto de Barcelona
08007 Barcelona
Tel +34 93 502 04 00
cargobar@grimaldilogistica.com

TUNIS
GRIMALDI TUNISIE
Tel +216 71 469070
ebooking@grimalditunisie.net

MALTA
SULLIVAN MARITIME
21/22 St. Barbara Bastion
La Vallette VLT 08
Tel +356 2122 68 73
booking@sullivanmaritime.com

TANGIERS
GRIMALDI AGENCY MAROC
21, rue Louis Van Bethoveen,
Residence Hayat 1 - Quartier la plage - Tanger
Tel +212 531 111111
cargo.tng@grimaldimaroc.com

IGOUMENITSA
MINOAN IGOUMENITSA
Passenger Terminal new Port of Igoumenitsa - 46100 Igoumenitsa
Tel +30 26650 24404
igoumenitsa@minoan.gr

PATRAS
PATRAS SHIPPING AGENCIES S.A.
Iroon Politehnion, 50 - 26441 Patras
Tel +30 2610 426000
info@minoanpat.gr

Finnlines
a Grimaldi Group company
17, 25th August Ave - GR-712 02 Heraklion - CRETE
Tel: +30 2810 399 800
www.minoan.gr • cargo@minoan.gr

GRIMALDI GROUP
Via Marchese Campodisola, 13 - 80133 Naples (Italy)

BOOK NOW ON FACEBOOK:
www.facebook.com/GrimaldiLinesCargo